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Resumed
L'attributionde droits fonciers en Ethiopie observdpendant la plus grande
partie des deux dernieres decennies obdissait a un programmeideologique.
Le gouvernement actuel au pouvoir depuis 1991, Ethiopian PeopldsRevolutionary Democratic Front(EPRDF),a une occasion unique dans l'histoire de
renouveler le systeme de distribution des droits fonciers. Cette etude de la
necessite historique de droits fonciers dans une region a bail communautaire de l'Ethiopie et ses implications pour la politique foncikre actuelle est
fondee sur une recherche utilisant des documents Ikgaux de l'Epoque
imperiale. Ces documents offrent des preuves contredisant des etudes
prec"dentes portant sur les dispositions de bail communautaire en
Ethiopie.
Introduction
Ethiopia is one of several African countries, including Tanzania, Zimbabwe,
and South Africa, that is in the process of combining macroeconomic reform
with a change in institutions of land allocation and land use in an attempt to
boost the productivity of the agricultural sector. Developing an agenda for
the reform of land tenure institutions often entails the unraveling of decades
of traditional state and individual land claims which have created a tangle of
competing demands. It is hoped that the investigation of land contracts
presented in this article will contribute to the understanding of demand for
land contracts in at least one country that is attempting to articulate the
land rights of its citizenry.
Similar to other African countries which underwent Marxist transformations in the I96os and 1970s, Ethiopia had a revolution in 1974, which
brought in the government of the Derg (committee in Amharic) and its
A version of this paperwas originallypresentedat the Workshopon LandReformand
LandPolicy after the Derg in Addis Ababa,Ethiopia.I would like to expressmy thanks
to the participantsof that conference and to Emebet Kebede,EdmondJ. Keller, Philippa Bevan, and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful comments. This research
was supportedby a grantfrom the FulbrightFoundation.
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agenda of socialist land reform. Prior to the revolution, the imperial government of Haile Selassie allowed many systems of landholding to exist
throughout the country: communal land tenure, private land tenure, and
several variations of landholding in between could be found in different
regions of the country. Corresponding to the many systems of land tenure
was a great deal of litigation over land that flooded the court system at every
level. As a result, when the revolution took place, one of the first actions of
the new government was to restructure the land tenure institutions.
Through the Nationalization of Lands Proclamation (Provisional Military
Government of Socialist Ethiopia 1979), the Derg government, in one fell
swoop, eliminated the multiple tenure systems and the extensive legal
claims to land in favor of state ownership and allocation.
The research reviewed in this article is based on court cases from the Ethiopian imperial era and examines the causes of dispute over land in one of the
communal tenure areas. We undertook the study to determine what types of
land rights the peasantry demanded. Our premise is that whatever land institutions are put into place by the Constituent Assembly now sitting in
Ethiopia, they must reflect the rights to land demanded by the peasantry
both in the past and at the present. The demand for land rights recorded in
these cases should also be of interest to scholars of other post-Marxist
regimes who are currently reassessing institutions of land allocation and
use.
The site of the study was selected for three reasons: first, the Ethiopian
communal areas are known for the amount of litigation that they generated
over land - litigation which was lengthy, vicious, and corrupting of the legal
system. Second, the background provided by several anthropological studies
in the area allows a more informed analysis. One further reason for selecting
a communal tenure area is that actual rights to land in the communal tenure
areas of Ethiopia were not changed significantly after the revolution. Control
over land allocation shifted from the lineage to the peasant association, and
large landowners had their land taken away, but the actual rights of the
peasants - the rights to sell, rent, and inherit after the revolution - progressed
much as before. Thus, a communal area before the revolution should mirror
the landholding system which existed after the revolution, although those
controlling the allocation of land changed.

Communal Tenure before the Revolution
Rist or risti (the name changes, depending on the area of the country) is the
local name for the communal tenure system that is the subject of this study.
Rist or risti systems of landholding were found throughout northern
Ethiopia and the highland plateau. Rist was a communal tenure system in
which access to land was based on membership in a lineage or extended
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kinship group. Land rights and allocation were determined by this kinship
group. Unlike the communal tenure areas of Zimbabwe or parts of West
Africa, there was no chieftainship in Ethiopia; no one person had control
over land allocation.
The most important study of the rist tenure system is Allan Hoben's
(1973), Land Tenure among the Amhara of Ethiopia. This anthropological
study describes a rist area of Gojjam and the patterns of landholding and
mechanisms through which land changed hands. Hoben found that in the
rist system of Dega Damot, land was possessed through ambilineal inheritance by the Amhara people. Yet, almost half the fields in his study were
acquired from people who were not the parents of those who held the fields;
therefore, these fields were not directly inherited. Hoben suggested that this
variation could be explained by the considerable amount of litigation over
rist land rights in the government and local courts as people attempted to
claim more land through means other than direct inheritance. He observed
that powerful people were more likely to gain access to land through litigation because they ".. . can influence judges, and sustain the costs of litigation" (Hoben 1973, 24). Several other studies, such as those of Dan Franz
Bauer (1972), Simon David Messing (1957), Wolfgang Weissleder (1965), and
John Bruce (1976), have been conducted of the rist and risti tenure systems in
Ethiopia, Tigray, Gondar, and Shoa. With the exception of Bruce, these studies are anthropological assessments that concentrate on small geographical
areas.
The studies all agree that the rist or risti inheritance-based systems can
vary from region to region. Additionally, they support the conclusion that
rist systems limited the transfer of land. In a study of Ankober, a political
subdivision of Tegulet and Bulga sub-province, ' Weissleder (1965) noted
that although a person might say that sale of rist land was possible, in reality,
he/she did not have full right to sell land without permission from his or her
lineage.

Tegulet and Bulga Sub-province
Tegulet and Bulga, one of the largest sub-provinces in Shoa province, and
now in Region Three or the Amhara region, encompassed an area of Io 6oo
square meters. Shoa province was one of the most productive agricultural
regions in Ethiopia before the revolution; unfortunately, there are no statistics to indicate how much of this production was contributed by Tegulet and
Bulga. We do know, however, that most of the population was engaged in
agricultural production, with grains such as teff (eragrostis abyssinica) and
barley dominating the arable areas.
During the time of the study, the population of Tegulet and Bulga entailed
approximately fifty-two percent Amhara, forty percent Oromo, and less than
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ten percent Afar, Argora, and other peoples combined. 2 There were an
estimated 568ooo people living in Tegulet and Bulgawhen the only census
was taken, in 1984. Since rist was an Amharainstitution, the high percentage of non-Amharas in the area indicates that there must have been other
tenure institutions in the sub-provinceas well. In fact, in Tegulet and Bulga
several different tenure systems were in evidence. These consisted of rist
land and a large amount of property rental known as gebbar land, or land
which was privately farmed and rented from individual landowners or the
Ethiopian Orthodox church (samon land). The rist lands were found in the
old area of Tegulet, which consisted of the districts of Moret and Werana.
The areaof Bulgaencompassed the other districts, as well as the other forms
of tenure. The close proximity of tenure institutions within Tegulet and
Bulgasub-provinceis advantageousforstudy because it allows us to contrast
tenure arrangements over similar geographical endowments and climatic
conditions.
Data Collection and Methodology
Courts were the venue for the articulation of demand for land rights. Courts
also providedone of the few reliable sources of documentation available for
prerevolutionaryEthiopia.We completed a survey of court recordsfor three
years duringthe postwarand prerevolutionaryperiodsand for the year of the
revolution. Prerevolutionarydata were selected because with the revolution
came the Nationalization of Lands Proclamation, which stated, "As of the
effective date of this Proclamation,no person may put claims to land in Rist
or Diessa areas" (Provisional Military Government of Socialist Ethiopia
1979). 3 Without the records from land disputes in these areas, it would have

been impossible to gather any information on the landholdingsystem, apart
from that gained from interviews.
Informationon all of the cases that were availableduringthe chosen years
was collected; however, this does not mean that the survey was exhaustive.
Because the data collected were those available rather than a standardrandom sample, some caveats are in order.In many instances, a portion of the
court recordshad disappeared(some of the archivists attributed this to soldiers coming throughand burningthem for heat duringthe winter, although
this is suspect). Additionally, it was not unusual to see two series of cases
existing for the same year. Forexample, in one file there was a case number
999 for 1974, and in another file one could find an additional case number
999 for 1974, with a completely differentplaintiff and defendant.Because of
these complications, it is impractical to assert precisely how many cases
existed for one year, and it is also impossible to determine exactly what percentage of cases were observed. A conservative estimate is that one-half to
two-thirds of all of the court cases for each year were studied. Once found,
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Northern Shoa Province
Tegulet and BulgaSub-province
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each case was assessed to determine the nature of the dispute, a vector of
characteristics associated with each participantin the dispute, the value of
what was disputed, the length of the case, and other essential information.
Because of the jurisdictional limitations of the courts, many of the land
cases heard in the sub-provincialcourts involved large parcels of land. Subprovincial courts were empowered to hear cases concerning immovable
property worth one thousand Ethiopian birr or more, approximately five
times the averageyearly income (WorldBank 1978). However, the sub-provincial courts also heardappealsfrom the district courts, which had jurisdiction over immovable propertythat did not exceed one thousandbirr.District
cases in the sample rangedfrom five birrall the way to the upperthresholdof
one thousand birr.Approximatelyone-halfof the cases in the dataset aredistrict cases on appeal to the sub-provincial courts. At all levels, national
courts had judgesappointedby the government, and not by the community.
Besides the court records collected, we conducted interviews with lawyers who had practised litigation under the traditional system, as well as
with elderly residents who were able to rememberthe rist system. We used
these interviews to corroborateempirical evidence gatheredfrom the court
recordsand clear up confusion with regardto specific legal terminology and
existing local contractual arrangements.

Frequency of Land Cases
Preliminary findings show that over all the years, cases concerning land
compose seventy-six percent of all cases examined. The specific breakdown
by year of the percentage of land cases in each year appearsin Table I. The
table shows a slight decline in land cases as a percentage of all cases over
time, but more important is the consistently high percentage of land cases
over all years.
Hoben indicated that litigation was a way of asserting influence. Other
foreign observers and government officials have interpretedthe high levels
of litigation as a cultural tradition akin to entertainment. 4 Severalpeasants
reported the same perception, namely that to be an Amhara was to be
involved in litigation. Despite the fact that the Amharapeople pridedthemselves on success in court, it is doubtful that litigation was pursuedfor trivial
reasons, although it may have been perceived as such by outsiders. The
social and economic costs of litigation were high enough to be prohibitivefor
a peasant family's entertainment. Rewardsto peasants for winning a case, in
terms of tangible benefits and gained prestige, had to be sufficiently high to
justify both the costs of litigation and the social externalities that litigation
brought to a community.
The effects of litigation will be discussed in detail below, first from the
social, and then from the economic perspective. Social responses to litigation in rist areasoccurredat two levels: the lineage and the community. Fora
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Table I
Men's and Women'sAverageMonthly Cash Income, 1989
Income
Source

Amount

Percent of
total income

(Liberian Dollars)

Earnings
Food Crops
Cash Crops
Occupations
Other
Subtotal

Men (N=4)
3.73
28.11
7.50
3.89
43.23

Women (N=12)
2.99
14.00
2.07
0.57
19.63

Men
6.6
49.4
13.2
6.8
76.0

Women
10.0
47.0
6.9
1.9
65.9
i8.o

Transfers*
Husband

0.0

5.36

-

Wife

0.12

0.0

0.2

0.0

20.3
3.5
24.0

12.0

Men
Women
Subtotal

11.56
2.00
13.68

3.57
1.23
I0.16

Total

56.91

29.79

4.1
34.1
100

I00

* Transfersreferto

gifts of cash given by someone (husband,wife, male of female
relatives, friends,lovers)to respondents.
Table 2
of
Income
Produced
from Jointly Owned Cane Juice,
Keeper
as reported by Husbands and Wives (percentages)

Keeper
Husband
Wife
Other person
Other arrangement
Total

Husbands
(N=22)

Wives
(N=23)

68
18
5
9

48
39
13

Ioo%

Ioo%
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lineage, litigation over family lands, particularlyif it entailed near relations
such as brothers, sisters, and cousins (as eleven percent of the cases did),
created rifts within the lineage and increased the potential for future land
disputes. Lackof a central authority,such as a chief, meant that members of
a lineage were in competition with one another over access to limited areas
of land. In other areasof Africa, similar circumstances may have been mitigated by the presence of a central administratoror chief who made the decisions regardingland allocation, thus minimizing the conflict within the
lineage or communal group.
Disputes over land that develop within a community also have intense
consequences at the village level as peasants take sides in a dispute. Bruce,
who observed the impact of land disputes in communities in Northern
Tigray,noted that cases over land in rist areas"convulsed"the communities
that hosted them, 5 affecting the social lives of the whole village.
Economically, the repercussions of excessive litigation were even more
severe. Welfarelosses were generatedwithin the society when work hours
were absorbed in the pursuit of litigation, and also when land remained
unproductive or unrented duringthe period that the land was under dispute
(Platteau 1992),as was often the case in the rist areas.6 If the land cases were
short, this would not have been problematic;nevertheless, they often were
not. The average duration of land cases in Tegulet and Bulga sub-province
was one year in 1945, but by 1968 and 1969, it had risen to over two years. It
is impossible to obtain an average for cases begun in 1974 because the

nationalization of lands left many cases without decisions. These time estimates are low since many of the cases did not have concluding dates and
were thus considered as having been completed in the year that they were
brought. Evidence from land cases appealedbefore the High Court in Addis
Ababaindicates that some land cases can go on for six years or longer.
To the efficiency loss of unfarmedland can be addedthe monetary costs of
instituting a court case, bribingwitnesses, and paying for transportationto
and from the court. One survey of the communal tenure areasof the country
noted that, on average, the costs per household of launching litigation in
Northern Shoa were 281 Ethiopian birr (Ministry of Land Reform and
Administration circa 1972). This compares to an averageper capita income
of two hundred and twenty Ethiopian birr during the same period (World
Bank 1978). 7

Finally, litigation over land in the countryside affects every peasant'sperception of the security of his or her own land. Feelings of security affect the
willingness of a farmerto invest in the land which he or she farms. To the
extent that the existence of land disputes leads to insecurity, there will be a
welfare loss to the society in the decrease of investment in agricultural
lands.
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Thus, we can begin to view the emergence of extensive litigation over
land rights as something more than tradition or entertainment. Instead, it
appearsto be indicative of a high demandfor land which was unmet by traditional land allocation institutions. We can think of litigation as providingan
alternate means to land access, but one with a very high price. Those that
were able to pay the price, the wealthy or the powerful of a community,
could seek out extra land through this process.
Variety of Contractual Agreements
Landcases examined in this study rangefrom disputes over land sales to the
ubiquitous cases on inheritance. Earlyin the study, in the 1940s, the cases
are entirely composed of land allocation, illegal occupation, and the right to
the fruits of a certain plot of land. Toward the late I960s and early 1970s, a

significant number of cases over money and lending agreements appear,this
fact demonstrating a growing cash economy. These patterns held true in all
areasof the study. This section of the article singles out the communal areas
of the sub-provincein orderto to examine the contractualarrangementsthat
existed and how these changedover time.
There is evidence of a wide variety of contractual agreements existing in
the rist tenure system. Two will be discussed here: land sales and specific
types of land rentals which took place only in rist areas. These will each be
considered in turn. Contrary to most perceptions of the traditional tenure
system, data collected suggest that the rist system, at least in Tegulet and
Bulga, did allow for the possibility of land sale. Weissledernotes this fact in
his dissertation researchon Ankober (1965), 8 although Hoben does not find
the same evidence of sale in the Dega Damot areaof Gojjam.
There may be several reasons for this divergence of findings. First, the
areaunder considerationin this particularstudy was an entire sub-province,
over a period of approximately thirty years. This is a larger area than that
consideredin most anthropologicalstudies, which concentrate on villages or
communities. Second, land sales outside of the lineage were simply not common in the rist system; therefore,a longer time horizon and a largersample
may be needed to discover their existence.
According to both the recordsexamined in Tegulet and Bulgaand a number of olderpeasants interviewed, a rist holder did have the right to sell his or
her land, but with certain restrictions. In the Moret and Werana areas,9
which were predominantlyrist, those who found themselves no longer able
to farm their traditionalland and who wanted to sell it would first try to sell
it to family. If they were able to sell to family members, it was not brought
before the court; therefore, we have no official record of this type of sale only the oral testimony of those who recall the process. That by no means
implies that these types of land sales within a lineage did not occur. On the
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contrary, they must have, as there is evidence of peasants' going on to the
second step - selling land to outsiders.
In order to sell land to outsiders, a rist holder needed a document signed
by the members of his or her lineage, stating that they were unable to buy the
land from the holder and that the holder had permission to sell the land outside the lineage. Contestations of this document appearin the court records
as evidence of land sale. Specifically,cases over land ownership arose where
the defendant would claim to have bought the land and the plaintiff would
say that he or she was not a blood relative and thereforehad no right to the
land. If the person bringing the suit for the land did not sign the paperand
could provehis or her lineage, 1o he/she could easily win the case. The threat
of another relative surfacingto contest a land sale made the purchase of rist
land risky. To add further to the risk, laws of prescription on the length of
time after a sale when it could be contested were invalid regardinginherited
land. xI Yet again, this does not imply that no sales occurred; it simply
means that they were risky. We can assume that calculation of this risk
would lead to sale of the land at a lower price than its true worth as freehold
property.
As stated above, there are two layers of contracting at which a land sale
may occur. The first is an oral contract - land sale within the family or
lineage, which would be outside of official recording,and the second - a written contract, or land sale to an outsider. This second type of land sale can be
empirically substantiated if it is contested at any point within the formal
legal system. Contestation of this type was apparentin several cases of our
data set. In the entire sample that was examined, 9.3% of the cases involved
some sort of land sale, or a referenceto a land sale entered into the dispute.
Lest it be thought that all of these sales occurredin areas that were not rist,
Table 2 shows the distribution of sales by district. 2
In the combinedrist areasof Moret and Werana,land sales were evident in
12.8 percent of the cases. This can be comparedwith the whole sub-provincial sale rate of 9.3 percent. As noted, this may be explained by the fact that
the largest town in the sub-province,Debre Berhan,was located in Werana.
However, when we compare this rate with that of Sidama sub-province, a
freehold areain the south where a similar study was conducted, we find that
in Sidama, only 4.5 percent of the cases demonstrate evidence of land sales.
This is particularlyinteresting, in that sales were not restrictedin any way in
Sidama,but they were in the Northern rist areas.
The second significant type of land contract found in the sub-province
was rental contracts. These consisted of two types: "share rental," which
was along the lines of what has traditionally been reported in studies of
Ethiopian land tenure; and the second contractual arrangement was
called yequm worse, or "bequeathmentbefore death," which, according to
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interviews, existed only among the Amharaswho held traditional,inherited
land. The share contracts were specified as follows.
Irbo arash was a contractualagreementwherein the tenant pays a tithe or
tax and, after that, splits the harvest with the landlord,giving the landlord
one-quarterof the crop and keeping three-quartersfor himself. Ekul arash is
similar to irbo arash in that a tithe is taken from the crop, but after that, the
harvest is divided on a fifty-fifty basis. Renters of land under any system
were responsiblefor basic taxes and tithes on the land beforeany shareof the
harvest was taken by the landowner.In Tegulet and Bulgasub-province,it is
unknown exactly which inputs were requiredby which people. However,we
do know that in other areassuch as Arsi, in an ekul arash contract, the sharecropper was given the seed, oxen, and implements from the landowner
(Cohen 1973).With types of shareholdingthat requireda lower proportionof
the crop to go to the landowner, the contributions by the landowner were
also significantly lower. These types of shareholdingagreements could take
place among Oromos or Amharas, but it is not possible to determine
whether or not they existed on rist land. However, it is quite certain that
yequm worse did exist, and only on the rist land.
Yequmworse, or bequeathmentbeforedeath, was a practiceby which traditional, inherited, rist land was passed on to a person'sheirs beforea person
actually died. According to interviews, this practice strictly followed the
genealogical line. Consequently, the land could not be rentedout to any nonrelation. If people holding rist land found themselves somehow incapacitated or unable to farm their land for any reason, they might resort to this
arrangementto sustain themselves. In practice, the land was given to a person's heirs. The heirs were then requiredto pay a specified rent to the actual
owner of the land until that person's death. The rent was most often a portion of the harvest. This type of contractual agreement was strictly upheld
by the courts, although there is no direct mention of it in codified law. A substantial number of cases exist in which a plaintiff bringsa defendantto court
for failure to pay the specified rent or sharepercentage.Becausethe contracts
were most often sharecroppingarrangements,they appearas cases over the
"fruitsof the land,"or the share of the harvest.
Yequmworse is meaningful in that it allows rist holders an alternative to
land sales or farmingthe land themselves. The percentageof total cases over
the fruits of the land shows a significant fluctuation over time. In 1945, the
percentage of cases over fruits of the land is eight percent for the sub-province. It is also eight percent for the years 1968 and 1969. However, by the
time of the revolution in 1974, it jumps to fourteen percent of all cases. No
tests of significance were compiled for the percentagesbecause they are only
meant to be indicative of trends.
In Moret and Weranadistricts, the rist areas in this study, the composition of cases was slightly different than those in non-rist areas.There were
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the greatest percentage of cases of Amhara versus Amhara and the largest
total number of cases over land. During the earliest years of the sample in
Moret and Werana districts, there were very few instances of anything other
than inheritance cases. By 1968, we begin to see the emergence of cases over
fruits of land and usurpation (unlawful occupation of land which could be
either inheritance or squatter disputes). By the end of the sample time, both
Moret and Werana had cases over trespass, rental agreements, sales, money,
and contracts, and substantially less frequent disputes over inheritance.
Table 3 illustrates that over time, the distribution of court cases in the rist
areas began to resemble those in the non-rist areas. A word of caution in
interpreting the table: Moret and Werana together made up less than twentyfive percent of the area of the non-rist districts.
This change in the nature of disputes over time suggests that the area was
experiencing a transition from what we typically think of as the traditional
rist system, in which all land allocation occurred on the basis of inheritance,
to a system that we might think of as a more modern rist system, one that
incorporated a wider range of land contracts and land use patterns. The specific causes of this institutional change are beyond the scope of this article,
but conjecture would point to the development of a cash economy, which is
substantiated in the data, or to an increase in population.
Different contractual arrangements over land in the rist areas point to
several conclusions. First, as an institution, rist tenure was flexible. Land use
changed over the years, and contractual arrangements expanded to include
share contracts and rentals, as well as inheritance, and, in the rare instance,
sale. Second, peasants were making contractual arrangements that were not
sanctioned by law. There is a restriction in the old penal code, that is cited
below, on entering into contracts over rist land without the formal approval
of a judge who can certify that the transaction actually took place.
Any man who sells his inheritedland, alters it, gives it away or hands it over to
another personwithout having the transactionwritten down by the judgewho
has authorityin that district shall pay a fine from ioo to 200ooodollars;andtheir
agreement is invalid and null (EthiopianPenal Code 1930, Chapter4, Article

458).
The peasants we interviewed never mentioned verification of contract; however, this does not mean that it never took place. But it is not unreasonable to
assume that peasants did not verify every bequeathment before a judge and
that they saw no need to confirm this particular arrangement of yequm
worse because it was identical to simply passing one's land on to one's heirs.
The fact that this contractual arrangement is not identified in any legal code,
criminal or civil, is indicative of the fact that legal rights often did not conform to the practical rights exercised by the peasants in the countryside.
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1996

Table 3
of
Wife's
Personal
Cane Juice Earningsby Type
Keeper
of Marriage,as Reportedby Wives (percentages)
Monogamous (N=i i)

Polygynous (N=12)

45

42

55

33

Keeper
Wife

Husband
Other person/
other arrangement

25

10oo%

Ioo %

Total

Table 4
Husbands
of
ProvidingMoney for Household Food
Frequency
as
during 1989, reportedby Husbandsand Wives (percentages)
Wives' response
Husbands'response
Monogamous Polygynous Monogamous Polygynous
(N=3o)

(N=7)

(N=3o)

(N=I8)

57

29

47

11

23

-

23

6

13

14

14

money
Never

-

-

7

57

7
10

72

Total

ioo%

oo%

oo%

00oo%

Frequency
per year

Weekly or
more frequently
Sometimes (12-15

times during
the year)

Rarely (I-II
times during
the year)

When had
II
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The I960 Civil Code more forcefully restricted land sales. Article 1493
forbids a community from alienating its land in any way without specific
permission from the Ministry of Interior.Yet we can see from the data that
not only did illegal land contracts occur, but they were also brought before
the courts for clarification. Similar examples must also exist for non-rist
areas of a lack of correspondence between de jure and de facto property
rights.
An example of the conflict which existed is found in a 1945 court case
from Tegulet and Bulga.1 3 The plaintiff, an Amharawoman, sued the defendant, another Amhara woman, for a plot of land. The two women were
related, but the dispute revolved aroundthe sale of land ratherthan around
inheritance. The plaintiff said that the land the defendant was occupying
was family land and should have been divided among the relatives after her
father's death. The defendant claimed that the land was rightfully hers
because her father had purchased it, and it therefore did not belong to the
lineage. The court decided in favorof the plaintiff and upheld the traditional
claims to the land.
This case exemplifies the natureof the slippagebetween the changingtraditional allocation patterns and the national legal system. Peasants seeking
to expand their lands throughpurchaseor to transferland throughsale faced
a great deal of risk as the contract faced a possibility of being overturned in
court at some point.

Classification of PropertyRights
Propertyrights' regimes, or systems of landholding,can be classified on the
basis of the rights given and obligations requiredunder each system. The
categories used here are those proposedby Daniel Bromley (i991). Bromley
creates four classifications of propertyrights'regimes:state property,private
property, common property, and non-property regimes. Each of these
regimes is categorizedby a certain stream of rights and obligations.
A state propertyregime is, obviously, one in which the state controls all
access and use rights. Individualsunder this system have a duty to observe
these rights. The extent of state control depends on the circumstances. In
some cases, the state may prohibit inheritance. In this instance, usufruct
rights to land pass to the state upon the death of the person farmingthe land.
In all cases, the state controls the contractual agreements which regulate
access to land. The farmer,however, still has the right to choose which crops
to grow and may have the right to improve land throughinvestments such as
trees.
Private property regimes are those in which individuals own land to
which they hold title. These individuals have the right to buy and sell land,
to rent land, to bequeath land to whom they choose, to select their crops and
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farming methods, and to invest in their land. They have a duty to use the
land in a socially acceptablefashion andnot disobey any laws. The particular
characteristic of this regime is that an individual or single owner decides
what should be done with the land.
Common propertyregimes are those in which an individual is not free to
determine what should be done with the land. Instead, those decisions are
made by a group of people who are co-owners of the land. In the case of the
rist system, these decisions are made by a lineage. In a common property
regime, an individual may have the right to choose the crops that he or she
plants, but most other decisions revert back to the group of co-owners.
Admission to a common propertyregime is usually restricted by membership in a certain groupsuch as a clan, lineage, or ethnic group.
The last propertyregime is that of non-property.This refersto an area of
land in which there is no definedgroupof owners andwhere anyone can take
advantageof the resources on the land. This has also been referredto as an
"open-accessregime"since admission is not restrictedin any way.
Each of these propertyregimes is characterizedby a particularstream of
rights. In Tegulet and Bulga sub-province, we can identify the particular
stream of rights available to the rist holders in the late imperial era. However, it must be made clear that the de facto rightsheld by the rist holders did
not correspondentirely with the de jure rights.A certain amount of slippage
is apparentbetween rights declaredby law in the rist system and rights exercised in fact. Table 4 displays the discrepanciesbetween law and tradition.
Clearly, some of these rights seem more characteristicof a private property system than of a communal propertyregime,yet the restrictions on sale
make it clear that an individual is not empoweredto dispose of land as he or
she sees fit. Therefore,it is incorrectto characterizethe rist tenure system as
"private"or "freehold"tenure. Even though peasants may have referredto
their land as their personal property,they were not free to dispose of it as
they saw fit without permission from either the lineage or an outside legal
authority, dependingon the region. Therefore,they did not have complete
control over both the use and the disposal of the land they farmed.
The legal code makes it clear that an individualunderthe law was not free
to make decisions regardingbequeathmentand sale on his/her own. Instead,
accordingto the law, any decision of this type had to be specifically noted by
the legal establishment in orderto insure its validity or approvedby the Ministry of the Interior,and this had to be after approvalfrom the lineage had
been given. The necessity of legal acknowledgement is clear from the court
records,as people were often found suing each other in the courts over inheritance and bequeathment or land sale. Additionally, there was no statute of
limitation or right of prescriptionregardingrist land. A person could, at any
time, contest a sale, bequeathment, or boundaryregardlessof when it had
been made.
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Conclusion: Policy Implications
Research on the traditional land tenure system in Ethiopia yields several
interesting conclusions with regardto instituting a land tenure policy for the
state of Ethiopia.The first and least interesting conclusion is the simple fact
that the traditionalform of land tenure displayedmost of those rights associated with a communal system. As time progressed, the tenure system
entered a period of transition in which a demand for more control over, and
access to, land resourceswas shown by the increasingnumber of share contracts.
Second, the rist tenure system, in particular,and traditional tenure systems, in general, were characterizedby multiple contractual arrangements
with regardto land allocation and a flexibility of choices with regardto land
use. The traditionalview of the rist holder in Northern Shoa, an individual
with a plot of land that has been in the family foryears,who would die before
selling, is untrue. Certainly,peasants are attached to their land, but even in
rist areas, there were land sales, and these sales were sanctioned by the
lineage.
When would a lineage choose to sanction a sale of their traditionalland?It
would almost certainly be in a situation of severe need when no one could
take it upon himself or herself to either buy the land from the person selling
it or supportthat person until he or she was on firmerfooting. This indicates
that the traditionaltenure system was flexible when necessity demandedit.
Other assessments of traditionaltenure systems in Africadisplay consistent
results.
Likewise, the rist system supportedother contractual arrangementsthat
allowed land rentals to take place when a person was physically incapacitated or otherwise unable to farm and in female-headed households. Too
often, the understandingwhich peasants have of their land and of the economic environment in which they operate is underestimated.What we see
in an investigation of the rist system is that the peasants seemed to be both
making very careful assessments of their need and forming the appropriate
contracts in response to that need. They were behaving in a way consistent
with the economic and demographicpressureswhich they faced.
The flexibility of the rist tenure system is indicative of what futurepolicy
options should aim to attain. In the rist traditionaltenure systems, a variety
of contractual arrangementsallowed peasants to hold onto their land when
they were no longer able to farm owing to some contingency. Peasants were
also able to sell their land in cases of extreme need, with the permission of
the lineage. This was advantageousin two ways. First, it allowed those who
could not farma way of sustaining themselves throughincome from rents or
sales. Second, it allowed for farmers or families who were doing well or in
need of more land to acquire it throughrental or purchase.
A flexible contractual environment with the possibility of land transfer
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allows peasants to cope with uncertainty and change. It also facilitates their
ability to adapt in the face of population pressure, climatic changes, drought,
and demographic changes such as urbanization. A policy that rigidly allocates a certain piece of land to an individual and allows that person no choice
in what to do with the land does not provide a contractual environment
which is conducive to adaptation. This is particularly important in Ethiopia,
where population is increasing at such a rate that in some areas of the country, periodic land reallocation to those coming of age, as happened during the
former Marxist government, was a recipe for agricultural deterioration.
Finally, and perhaps most telling, is the fact that no matter what the government's decision is with regard to land policy, peasants will develop flexible contractual arrangements. The question is whether they will do it
legally or illegally. In the rist system, a slippage appears between the legal
restrictions and the contractual arrangements that developed. This is challenging because the legal codes addressing the rist system were not made to
change it, but simply to codify its conventions. Between the point of codification and the cases that reached the court before the revolution, there was a
certain degree of change and transition in the way the rist system operated.
The difference between de jure and de facto rights may not concern the government to a great degree, but if there is a substantial difference between the
two in the future, we will see again the encumbering of the court system
with land cases and the ensuing welfare losses.
This research proves that there is a price to be paid for restricting the
transfer of land, and it is counted in units of litigation. This is not to say that
court cases over land rights in Ethiopia can be avoided in the near future.
Because of the uncertainty of land ownership that has persisted through the
imperial regime, the communist government, and the current transitional
administration, it is inevitable that a confusion of land rights will occur no
matter what the policy choice. This is all the more reason for the state to
choose the clearest possible definition of land rights and make certain that
the legal rights correspond to what is happening in the localities. After a
clear definition of the law and property rights, there should be an effort made
to curtail the number of claims made on the basis of land rights under a previous administrative system. Perhaps a three to five year period during
which one could lodge land claims would be appropriate, and after that, prescription would take effect.
Whatever the method used to implement an administrative change in
property rights, the government of Ethiopia would be well advised to seek to
develop a contractual environment for the peasants that gives them the land
rights which they demand. Then the state can allocate, sustain, and adjudicate land rights and contracts in a manner that promotes the well-being of
the farmer. What Ethiopia and other developing countries can ill afford are
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land rights that lead to efficiency losses in their economies and litigation
that drains the reserves of their legal systems.
As the system of land rights and allocation undergirds the proper functioning of agricultural production, the explicit and legal allocation of these
rights is of particular importance in developing countries. To the extent that
agricultural production is of concern, Ethiopia should serve as an example to
other African countries of the dangers of ambiguous property rights in land.

Notes
I. A sub-province(awraja)is a political subdivision just below that of province.All subprovinces were divided into woredas, which will be referredto as "districts"here for
the purposesof clarity.
2. These figuresare taken from an untitled file document from the imperialera, foundat
the Northern ShoaAdministrativeZone and Ministry of Culture Office.
3. Diessa is a type of communal land tenuresystem that is basedon residenceratherthan
on lineage.
4. Interviews and historical accounts found in the Frank de Halpert Papers, Rhodes
House ManuscriptCollection, Oxford,supportthis view.
5. Personalcommunication, 5 April 1994.Brucestudied the transitionfromristi systems
in Tigray,which were based on inheritance, to chigeraf-gwoses,a tenure institution
which allocated land on the basis of residence.
6. Informationon the nature of disputes and method of their resolution throughoutthe
country was gathered through interviews with former members of the Ministry of
LandReformAdministration.
7. WorldBank estimates of per capita income for 1977, just after the revolution, were
$1Io, which, at a rate of exchangeof two birrper dollar,leads to this figure.
8. Weissleder found land sales could occur, but did not identify the same process as
discoveredin the court recordsfrom Tegulet and Bulgasub-province.
9. Moret and Weranacompose the areaof what used to be called Tegulet, leading to the
name Tegulet and Bulga.
io. There are special recordsavailablein the TeguletandBulgasub-provincialrecordsthat
deal specifically with the proofof lineage.These cases arefiled separatelyas they often
compose a case in and of themselves, with the calling of witnesses and the submission
of documents that must be judgedvalid or invalid.
I1. The laws applyingto rist land in the EthiopianCivil Code of 1960, especially Article
1493, subsection i, referredto the communal tenure areasas agriculturalcommunities which had the right to establish customarytenureas law. However, the establishment of codified laws by these communities, which was to take place under the auspices of the Ministry of Interior,never formally occurred.
12. The informationon the tenure arrangementsby district comes from Stitz (1974).
13. Tegulet and Bulga sub-district civil case number 17/37.
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